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The Global Connectivity 
Revolution

Highways, railways, bridges, tunnels, airports, 
seaports

Skeletal System Transportation

The Infrastructural Matrix: Exoskeleton on the 
Planetary Body

Vascular System Energy

Nervous System Communication

Oil & gas pipelines and refineries, electricity grids 
and power plants

Internet cables, satellites, data centers



Supply Meets Demand: Trade Envelopes the World

DHL Index 2014

Global trade to GDP steady 
~50-60%; 2% growth in 2017

EU-China trade > $550B; 
EU-ASEAN trade > $200B; 
EU-Japan = $150B; EU-India 
~$100B

China-Africa trade reaching 
$400B by 2020

US-EU goods/services trade 
tops $1T/year; US-China trade 
= $660B

China-LatAm trade at $250B



Asia has Captured Global Supply Chains Through SEZs



Planetary Urbanization:
Megacity Archipelagos Define Humanity



Roads to the Future: Infrastructure Spending

We will build more 
infrastructure in the 
next 40 years than in 
the past 4000.

We should spend $1 
trillion on the basic 
infrastructure needs of 
every 1 billion people.



To keep pace with projected growth, the 
world needs to invest $3.3 trillion in 
economic infrastructure annually 
through 2030.

Source: McKinsey

No time like the present: New 
normal of low interest rates

The basics: Power, transport, 
utilities, telecoms

Future infrastructure bundling: 
electricity, Internet, gas, etc. 

Increasing Infrastructure Demands



Infra spending shouldn’t depend on risk capital

Current infra project finance is only $450B/yr 
(20% of total $4.5T demand)
Private infra funds raise only $45B/year

 Need greater commitment from pensions, 
AMs, banks, insurance, etc.
Accounting and regulatory changes needed to 
incentivize insurance to hold long-term infra 
assets to offset liabilities

Drivers of demand
Aging DM infrastructure
EM pop growth and urbanization
New efficiencies: high-speed rail, data 
centers/cables, etc. 

Baton pass from monetary to fiscal
Infra drives growth multiplier: 1% rise 
in spending raises GDP 1.2%

Search for yield
Equity and bond yield at historical 
lows
Attractive infra IRRs though
currencies weak
Infra risk/return strong in EMs (e.g. 
India > 10%)

Financing Global Infrastructure Demand



East Meets West: Eurasia’s Iron Silk Roads



ASEAN: How to Grow From Billions to Trillions



ASEAN’s Growth Drivers

Urbanization

2-3% per annum 
urbanization rate

Mega-cities and 
commercial centers

Second-tier city 
investment priority

700m by 2025; 
330m < age 30

High female 
participation in 
education and 
workforce

Growing labor 
mobility via AEC

Over 20 regional 
airlines

High-speed rail 
networks underway

Fast growing 
e-commerce markets

Infrastructure 
spending rates rising 
to approx. 8%

ASEAN Infra Fund

Rising private 
infrastructure 
investment and PPPs

Demographics Connectivity Investment



ASEAN’s Growth: Income and Trade

Wealth gap as an opportunity for investment and 
integration

Rising intra-regional trade buffers against 
low-growth West and China slowdown



Inward FDI Stock/GDP Driving Growth 
and Climbing Value Chain

Gaining FDI: Developing Financial Markets as Key Priority 
80% of FDI flows in ASEAN are 
ex-ASEAN, indicating significant gap in 
regional investment

Need to harmonize investment 
regulations and integrate capital 
markets

Domestic credit to private sector as share of GDP



ASEAN: Maintaining Liquidity Amidst Currency Pressures
Vietnam

● 2015: Vietnam Airports Corp. <5% stake offered; 85% foreign buyers
● 2016: GIC buys 7.7% stake in Vietcombank
● 2017: FPT Telecom and Securities listings; Binh Son oil refinery IPO
● Vietnam Airlines (listing plus ANA investment) and Vietnam Textile 

and Garments Corp.
● State Capital and Investment Corp. (SCIC) increasing sale of 

Vinamilk stakes from 10% to 45%

Indonesia
● First wave (1990s/2000s): Ports, cement
● Political risks: Jakarta court bans water supply privatization; forced 

closure and sale of Newmont mine
● Next wave: oil/gas services, transport, marine, land development
● 100% foreign ownership allowed in hospitality (hotels, restaurants)

Thailand
● Continuing Thaksin’s revolving door: Since 2014 coup, junta has 

expanded control of 56 SOEs



From war b/w systems (capitalism 
versus communism) to tug-of-war 
within the collective supply chain 
matrix
                                                                           
TTIP/TPP vs RCEP?

Global trade is additive, not substitutive

Trade/investment/supply chain nexus

ASEAN’s 2025 Connectivity Master Plan

● $110B/year pipeline of infrastructure 
projects (greenfield plus productivity 
enhancements)

● Open data, financial inclusion, digital 
governance

● Removing trade bottlenecks, commerce 
“green lane”

● Harmonizing standards, mutual 
recognition of regulations, reducing NTBs

● Smoother access for tourists and 
business travelers, vocational exchange 
framework



Philippines Infrastructure Spending by Administration



Duterte Administration Plans on 
Infrastructure Spending (% of GDP)



Breaking down “Build, Build, Build”

Php 8-9T (US$ 160-180B) allocated to 
cover infrastructure backlog from 2016-22

Php 1.1T for 2018 (6.3% of budget) for 
infrastructure

2017: $500m 25-year bond offering @ 3.7%

2018 Priorities
● Php 667B for roads, schools, flood 

control systems
● Php 26B for Rail Transport Program
● Php 10.1B for aviation infrastructure



Some Major Projects under the “Build, Build, Build” Initiative



From Slums to Smart Cities: Climbing the Infrastructure Ladder

Survival Basic Quality of LifeAdvanced



Saving Cities from Themselves

Overcoming the “infrastructural violence” (Bruce O’Neill) of neglect and exclusionary “expulsions” (Sassen)

Fragility Variable Resilience Policy

Violence: Homicide, terrorism, civil unrest, 
refugees

Participatory policing, justice and security 
sector reform, social integration, counseling for 
at-risk teens, community building

Social: Inequality, fraying cohesion, 
unemployment 

Reliable transport infrastructure to boost 
mobility and interaction across neighborhoods, 
job creation, worker training

Environmental: Pandemics, air pollution, 
drought, water supply 

Health monitoring, fresh water supply

Mobility: Population growth, crumbling 
infrastructure

City planning, wider streets, affordable housing, 
multi-modal transport systems, mixed-use 
developments



Elements of a Smart City
Energy and Resources
         Smart Grids: Alternative/renewable feedback

Multi-modal transport: Electric car/bus/rail 

Hydro/aquaponic food production
Roundabouts: Safer and more efficient

       
Real Estate

Energy efficient building design/construction

Mixed-use commercial/residential clusters
Walkable communities: The “half-mile” 
lifestyle and shophouse design

Urban Operating System
         Domain awareness and public safety (IoT)   

         Data access through the citizen dashboard
         Generative tools to empower co-creation
         (Wi-Fi/mesh networks; sharing economy)



From Smart City to Smart Society

Beyond tech: Smart society combines 
hardware and software approaches

Beyond the city: A society of smart 
communities (including non-core urban 
areas, suburbs, peripheral zones)

Beyond mayors: Integrating federal, state 
and local policy-making in infrastructure, 
social policy, immigration, education, etc. 



GETTING CITIES RIGHT
Supply-led growth: 

Anticipate housing and 
transport demand in

polycentric cities

Fiscal devolution:
Ensure sufficient resources

for second-tier cities 

Connectivity: 
Internal generativity and 

external linkages to 
complementary city partners

Administrative alignment:
Federal and municipal policy 

coordination on e.g. 
immigration and sustainability

Economic master planning: 
Strategic coordination of 

government, Infrastructure, 
industry and academia



Connected Cities Drive the Global Network Civilization
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